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wrongly, was generally considered a Russian dialect. To the man in the street the separation of Ukraine from Russia seemed absurd and unthinkable. Moreover, the Ukrainian national movement, at least in Russian Ukraine, was a weak and artificial growth; it was nurtured under Austrian auspices in Galicia and its influence was limited to a small group of intellectuals (the historian M. Hrushevsky, the novelist M. Vinnichenko, the journalist S. Petlyura) who, taking advantage of the Russian disorders, succeeded for a while in imparting to the frail Ukrainian nationalism a semblance of vitality.
The Ukrainian movement, like the other national movements, went through several successive stages: cultural autonomy, administrative autonomy, and independence either within or outside the Russian federation. In the middle of March a self-appointed Ukrainian delegation waited on the Provisional Government and requested the immediate introduction of the Ukrainian language in Ukrainian schools, courts, and administration and the creation in Petrograd of a central agency to deal with matters pertaining to Ukraine. Meanwhile the Ukrainian Central Rada (Council), an assembly of doubtful provenance, was set up in Kiev, gradually assumed the powers of a parliament, and endeavored to extend its authority throughout Ukraine, whose boundaries were still a matter of dispute between the Ukrainians and the Provisional Government. In June the Rada elected a general secretariat which was to function as a cabinet. The organization of a Ukrainian army proceeded rapidly, some of the regiments being taken over by the Ukrainians in contravention of the orders of the Russian command. In September the ships of the Black Sea fleet hoisted the Ukrainian flag. The official record of the Ukrainian movement was one of astonishing progress, and the new state appeared to be in the making. Yet these gains were largely illusory. The Soviets in Kiev and elsewhere in Ukraine paid little attention to the Rada, which was unrepresentative of the population and exercised no real authority (as the head of the general secretariat, Vinnichenko, admitted later).11 Ukrainian soldiers paraded bravely in their picturesque uniforms, but their discipline, morale, and fighting spirit were no better than those of the Russians. For all the trappings of statehood the government of the Rada was but a stage setting behind which the true forces of the revolution were at work. The Rada and the general secretariat, nevertheless, engaged in long-drawn negotiations with the Provisional
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